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CONUAR

ROGERS CORPORATION EUROPE

SM&S: Special Materials and Services is a division of CONUAR
SA set up to meet the demand of high technology products and
services for nuclear and aerospace.
Argentina

Reliability of materials under extreme conditions is critical for
aerospace, commercial aircraft, and defense applications
Belgium

FAE SA

SABCA designs, builds and upgrades large and complex
elements for aircraft and space launchers

Manufactures of seamless tubes in titanium, nickel alloys,
stainless steel and zirconum. EN 9100 certified .ISO 9001, PED
97/23/EC, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001. AIRBUS qualified supplier
Argentina
FACC FISCHER ADVANCED COMPOSITE COMPONENTS AG

SABCA SA

Belgium
SABCA SA
SABCA designs, builds and upgrades large and complex
elements for aircraft and space launchers

Development and production of components and systems made
of composite materials
Austria

SAFRAN - TECHSPACE AERO

(UN)MANNED (VERHAEGHE AEROSPACE)

Manufacture of aircraft engines and associated parts
(propulsion, equipment and turbine facilities)

(UN)MANNED builds instruments and platforms for the cockpits
of aircraft
Belgium

Belgium

Belgium
SEPTENTRIO SATELLITE NAVIGATION NV

ACTC is specialized in the supply of aircraft spare parts and
providing services to the Aviation industry
Belgium

Septentrio designs, manufactures and sells highly accurate
GPS/GNSS receivers, for demanding applications requiring
accuracies in the decimeter or centimeter range, even under
difficult conditions
Belgium

BELGIAN AEROSPACE - FLEMISH AEROSPACE GROUP FLAG

SKYWIN WALLONIE

The Flemish Aerospace Group (FLAG) is a cluster organisation
for enterprises active in the aerospace market
Belgium

The aerospace cluster 'Skywin Wallonia' is a group of
companies, training centers and research units engaged in
public and private partnership and building synergies around
common and innovative projects
Belgium

ACTC - AERO CONSULTING & TRADING COMPANY

BMT AEROSPACE - EURAIR
BMT Aerospace International manufactures precision gears,
transmissions and actuators for the aerospace industry
Belgium
FLANDERS INVESTMENT & TRADE (FIT)
The government agency promoting sustainable international
business, in the interest of both Flanders-based companies and
overseas enterprises.
Belgium
NUMECA INTERNATIONAL
Leading software developer and solution provider for fluid
dynamics simulations
Belgium

SONACA
Sonaca is active in the development, manufacturing, and
assembly of advanced aerospace structures for civil, military,
and space markets. Sonaca also supplies engineering and test
services.
Belgium
AISYS AUTOMAÇÃO INDUSTRIAL LTDA
Precision Machinery Systems for the aerospace and automotive
industries
Brazil
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AKAER ENGENHARIA S/A

ARNPRIOR AEROSPACE INC.

Aircraft conception, development, production support, systems
integration analysis, complete structure
Brazil

Arnprior sites are located in Ontario, Canada; Chihuahua,
Mexico; Oregon, USA; Quebec, Canada. Our product offerings:
manufactured parts, kitting, assemblies, avionics racks,
electrical distribution cabinets, fairings, and door assemblies.
Canada

CECOMPI - CENTRO PARA A COMPETITIVIDADE E INOVAÇÃO
DO CONE LESTE PAULISTA
Foster the competitiveness of the Cone Leste Paulista economic
clusters , through innovation and entrepreneurship. CECOMPI
also coordinates the Brazilian Aerospace Cluster
Brazil

ASCO AEROSPACE CANADA
Supplier of design and manufacture of high lift structures,
complex mechanical assemblies and major functional
components.
Canada

EMBRAER - EMPRESA BRASILEIRA DE AERONAUTICA SA
ASCO AEROSPACE CANADA

Aircraft design and construction.
Brazil
GLOBO USINAGEM (GLOBO MACHINING PARTS)
Globo Usinagem manufactures machined parts with 3, 4 and 5
axis technology and also has an innovative concept o turning
strategies with large or small quantities, like high precision
bushings and pins, aiming at quality and productivity assurance
Brazil

ABIPA CANADA INC
Manufactures, assembles and kits various aerostrucure, engine
and landing gear components for leading aerospace OEM's.
Provides machining, sheet metal fabrication, welding and
assembly. TIG & spot welding, stamping, laser cutting & EDM
Canada
AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
National Aerospace Association representing the Canadian
Aerospace Industry. Part of the Western Canadian Pavilion.
Canada

AKKA GROUPE AMERIQUE DU NORD INC.

Supplier of design and manufacture of high lift structures,
complex mechanical assemblies and major functional
components.
Canada
ASSYSTEM CANADA
With a collaborative methodology and an involvement at all
levels of product development, we provide our customers with
multidisciplinary teams for Aerostructures, Aeroengines and
Systems design and development.
Canada

AVCORP INDUSTRIES INC
Designs & builds major airframe strustures for some of the
world's leading aircraft companies including BAE Systems,
Boeing, Bombardier & Lockheed Martin. Avcorp offers
integrated composites and metallic aircraft structures to aircraft
manufacturers
Canada
AVIOR PRODUITS INTEGRES

Canada

Avior designs, engineers and manufactures light aerostructures.
Our processes include composites, plastic thermo-forming,
metal hydro-forming, welded (spot /fusion) structures,
machining, finishing processes and integration of components
Canada

Canada

BOMBARDIER AEROSPACE

Aeronautical engineering and services to air transport
AMEC USINAGE

Design, manufacture and support of innovative aviation
products for the business, commercial, specialized and
amphibious aircraft markets.
Canada
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BURLOAK TECHNOLOGIES INC

DISHON LIMITED

Burloak Technologies is the Canadian leader in additive
manufacturing for the aerospace, spaceflight, energy, industrial
and medical sectors.
Canada

Dishon is a world class supplier of machined components and
assemblies. Our main facility is located in Toronto Canada and
we have a low cost facility in Mexico.
Canada

CARILLON INFORMATION SECURITY INC

ELITE MACHINING LTD

Carillon Information Security inc. is a consulting and services
company specialized in standards-based PKI solutions serving
the Aerospace
Canada

Elite Machining is a high precision manufacturing facility.
Tier1/Tier2 supplier of small to medium sized machined
products. Fully Traceable manufacturing processes, CMM
inspections, turn-key electro-mechanical assemblies.
Canada

COORDINATE INDUSTRIES LTD
Our services include parts finishing, processing and assembly.
We offer extended parts finishing and processing capabilities to
meet all needs through our approved network of reputable
suppliers.
Canada

ENVAEROSPACE, INC.
Nanocoating technology for the aerospace industry.
Canada
FDC COMPOSITES
Design, manufacturing and assembly of integrated composite
parts
Canada

CREAFORM 3D
Creaform specializes in 3D portable optical measurement
technologies and 3D engineering services
Canada
CYCLONE MANUFACTURING INC
A vertically integrated full service provider of 3-5 axis
machining, sheet metal fabrication, tube bending, welding and
minor sub-assemblies of aerospace structural components to
the largest aerospace companies
Canada

DAVWIRE
Electrical wire harness assembly, RF Antenna cable assembly,
Switch panel assembly, Circuit panel assembly, Power
distribution panel assembly. Mechanical Assembly, Electromechanical assembly.
Canada

FIBROTEK ADVANCED MATERIALS
Fibrotek offers a full service of precision machining, CNC mold
making, prototype molds, engineering and design department.
Canada

GROUPEMENT AERONAUTIQUE DE RECHERCHE ET
DEVELOPPEMENT EN ENVIRONNEMENT (GARDN)
GARDN funds collaborative projects that can reduce the
environmental footprint of the next generation of aircraft,
engines and avionics systems developed in Canada.
Canada
ICAM TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
The Leading Provider of Multi-CAM NC Post-processing Solutions
Canada

DCM GROUP

IRIS DYNAMICS LTD

DCM designs, develops, manufactures critical & high
performance aerospace structural components as well as high
level equipments including special engine handling equipment,
wing & landing gear components and related tooling
Canada

Simulation Hardware and Technology.Iris Dynamics produces
precision motion control systems that are transforming how
people interact with machines.
Canada
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KONTEK ECOLOGY SYSTEMS INC.

MECANICA SOLUTIONS INC

Engineering, designing, building, installing, commissioning and
servicing wastewater treatment and recovery systems for
industrial processes.
Canada

We provide CATIA, ENOVIA, DELMIA and SIMULIA (Abaqus)
software along with the installation, training and support
services to ensure a successful implementation. We are a
Dassault Certified Education Partner for Consulting and Training
services
Canada

KOSS AEROSPACE
Koss Aerospace – is a premier supplier of complex airframe
components and sub-assemblies. Koss Aerospace has extensive
manufacturing expertise offering a full array of integration
which includes; manufacturing, processing and assembly.
Canada
LEV FAB
A certified piping, exhaust system and assembly provider for the
aviation industry, conforming to the most exacting standards
required by its partners and clients
Canada
M1 COMPOSITES TECHNOLOGY INC.
M1 Composites provides a range of comprehensive services to
customers in the aerospace industry. These services include
engineering, repair and manufacturing of both composite and
sheet metal components.
Canada

MAGELLAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
Magellan Aerospace Corporation serves the global aerospace
market with aircraft engines, airframe structures and fabricated
components. Services include specialized design and repairs.
Canada
MAGELLAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
Magellan Aerospace Corporation serves the global aerospace
market with aircraft engines, airframe structures and fabricated
components. Services include specialized design and repairs.
Canada

MINISTÈRE DE L’ÉCONOMIE, DE LA SCIENCE ET DE
L’INNOVATION
The mission of the Ministry is to support economic development
in Quebec, innovation and export trade by ensuring, in
particular, coordination and cooperation between various
stakeholders from economic, scientific, social and cultural fields
Canada
NÉTUR INC
Nétur Inc. is a Tier-2 manufacturer of jet engines components
and assemblies. Nétur Inc. is a vertically integrated
manufacturer with in-house capabilities for machining,
processing and assembling, resulting in a seamless integration
of functions
Canada
NSE AUTOMATECH
High precision machining - specialized wiring harnesses - elec &
meca integration systems
Canada
ONTARIO AEROSPACE COUNCIL
Delegation of Aerospace Companies from Ontario - Canada.
Canada
ONTARIO MINISTRY OF CITIZENSHIP, IMMIGRATION AND
INTERNATIONAL TRADE. GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO, CANADA
Ontario Government representation.
Canada

MARMEN INC.

PCM INNOVATION

High precision machining and fabrication from small to oversize
top-notch quality products
Canada

PCM Innovation offers solutions for innovation and
industrialization in the aerospace market as an integrator in
engineering, design and fabrication
Canada
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PLACETECO

TRUENORTH AVIONICS, INC

Placeteco specializes in the design, development and
manufacturing of components and sub-systems for the
aerospace and transportation industries

International technology company dedicated to redefining the
airborne telecommunications experience for corporate
operators.
Canada

Canada
QUALIFIED METAL FABRICATORS LTD

UNIVERSAL PRECISION TECHNOLOGY

Sheet Metal Fabrication (Aluminum, Stainless, Titanium,
Hastelloy) - Stamping, Laser cutting, Break - Forming, Polishing,
Grinding. Welding, Machining - 3 Axis, 5 Axis, Turning, Chemical
Processing (NADCAP Approved) - Painting.
Canada

Universal Precision Technology & Universal Tool & Die provide
superior quality precision machining and assembly to the
aerospace, aircraft, military, medical, optics, and defence
sectors.
Canada

SHIMCO NORTH AMERICA INC

VIRTEK VISION INTERNATIONAL INC

Shimco is a world-leader in the manufacture of standard and
custom aerospace-grade shims, shim stock and machined parts,
for the OEM, Tier 1, defense and MRO aerospace market.
Canada

To meet with potential customers and partners that work within
1. Composites 2. Fuselage and wing assembly (Click bonds,
fasteners, etc..) 3. Paint and paint masking 4. Other assembly.
Canada

SONOVISION CANADA

WAINBEE LIMITED

Sonovision Canada Inc. is a leading provider of Technical
Documentation Services to clients across North America.

Wainbee supplies components and assembles related to
automation and motion control. Our technologies are primarily
pneumatics, hydraulics, machining, electro-mechanics,
electronics and filtration.
Canada

Canada
STIQ - SOUS TRAITANCE INDUSTRIELLE DU QUEBEC
Association of Québec manufacturers
Canada
STRITE PRECISION MACHINING LIMITED

AVIC - AVIATION INDUSTRY CORPORATION OF CHINA
Development and production of aero products - the largest
group in China
China

Manufacture of ultra precision aerospace components.
Matched Spools and Sleeves and actuation components.
Grinding, lapping and edm.

AVIC AIRCRAFT AEROSTRUCTURE (HANZHONG) CO, LTD
China

Canada
TECHNIPRODEC LTEE
Techniprodec is a Canadian company, based in Montreal with
over 40 years of experience in Aerospace machining, specializing
in high precision parts and assemblies for aero structures,
landing Gear and aircraft interiors
Canada

AVIC BEIJING AERONAUTICAL MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
China
AVIC CAIGA NORTH CHINA AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY CO., LTD
China

TFI AEROSPACE CORPORATION
Manufacturer of aerospace fastenener

AVIC CHENGDU AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIAL (GROUP) CO. LTD
Canada
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AVIC CHINA AVIATION INDUSTRY STANDARD PART
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD

CAMTRONICS, S.A.
PC Board Assembly through hole (PTH),
China

AVIC GUIZHOU HONGLIN MACHINERY CO LTD

Costa Rica
CINDE (COSTA RICAN INVESTMENT PROMOTION AGENCY)

China

Investment promotion Agency of Costa Rica
Costa Rica

AVIC NANJING ENGINEERING INSTITUTE OF AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS, JINCHENG GROUP (NEIAS)

EXPORT PROMOTION AGENCY OF COSTA RICA (PROCOMER)
China

AVIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR SPECIAL STRUCTURES OF
AERONAUTICAL COMPOSITES (RISAC)

Promotion of Manufacturers of Aerospace components in Costa
Rica.
Costa Rica
TECHSHOP INTERNATIONAL

Design, Manufacture, Test and Maintanance of Composite
Components
China
AVIC SHAANXI AERO ELECTRIC CO., LTD
China

engineering and contract machining company dedicated to the
design and fabrication of machinery aplications and a high
precision machined parts, well versed in exotics metals such as
Inconel, Monel, Titanium, and Engineered Plastics
Costa Rica
TICO ELECTRONICS, S.A.

AVIC SHAANXI BAOCHENG AVIATION INSTRUMENTS CO, LTD
China

Assemblies for applications such as aircraft actuation systems
and flight control cables.
Costa Rica
ACB - ARIES MANUFACTURING

AVIC SHANGHAI AVIATION ELECTRIC CO., LTD
China
AVIC TAIYUAN AERO-INSTRUMENTS CO., LTD
China

Design, manufacturing and bringing into service of metal
forming presses (elastoforming processes, drawing, superplastic
forming and hot forming)
France
AEROSPACE CLUSTER RHONE-ALPES / AUVERGNE
Promotion of Rhone Alpes Region Aerospace Cluster

TAIKOO (XIAMEN) AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CO., LTD

France
China

WORLD PRECISION MANUFACTURING CO. LTD
Professionally engaged in processing and designing various
types of precision parts, testing equipment, and automation
equipment.
China
ATEMISA PRECISION, SA

AEROSPACE VALLEY
Cluster in Aeronautics, Space and Embedded Systems of Midy
Pyrenees & Aquitaine regions in France.
France
AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE
Established leader in space transportation, satellite systems and
services
France

Precision engineering, manufacturing fixtures, prototypes,
parts, series production in all materials
Costa Rica
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AIRBUSINESS ACADEMY

DAHER AEROSPACE

An aviation and aerospace learning centre for Airbus and its
community of customers, suppliers and partners worldwide
France

Aircraft manufacturer ; Aerostructure design and manufacturer ;
Composite and metallic design and build
France

AXYAL SAS

DEDIENNE MULTIPLASTURGY

Specialized in developing innovative solutions for
materials,processes & industrial processing of technical plastics
& composites for aircraft interiors by technologies of
thermoforming,polyurethane foaming,composite molding,3D
direct manufacturing
France

High precision machining - Injection and decoration Thermoforming and stamping - Surface treatment and
metallisation - Products with electromagnetic compatibility
France
DERICHEBOURG ATIS AERONAUTIQUE
France

BOLLORÉ LOGISTICS
Logistics, 3 PL, Freight Forwarding, Customs Brokerage,
Compliance, Reverse Logistics.

DRAKA FILECA
France

BUSINESS FRANCE
French agency for international business development
France

The Prysmian Group is world leader in the cable industry and
energy and telecommunications systems
France
EMC2
French industrial cluster for advanced manufacturing
technologies

CEFIVAL
Cefival manufactures hot extruded hollow bars and special
shapes in any kind of steels and titanium alloys.
France

CLEMESSY SA
Avionic Test bench, Embedded Computer Test bench,
Dataloader, Integration, Cabling , Ironbird, Lean Manufacturing,
NDT, RF, Flight control systems, EMC, …
France

France
EPSILON COMPOSITE
For 20 years, EPSILON COMPOSITE has been the worldwide
specialist for carbon fibre pultruded profiles
France
EUROGICIEL
The leading project support consulting company.
France

CROUZET AUTOMATISMES
Electrical protection (components & equipment), Cockpit
equipment, Detection & sensors // Solid State power controller
&SPDU
France
DAHER AEROSPACE
Aircraft manufacturer ; Aerostructure design and manufacturer ;
Composite and metallic design and build France

DAHER AEROSPACE

FIGEAC AERO SA
FIGEAC-AERO offers complete services to its customers from the
design phase to the manufacturing of aeronautical
subassemblies
France

GIFAS
GIFAS, the French aerospace industries association, has more
than 260 members, from major prime contractors and system
suppliers to small specialist companies
France

Aircraft builder, aerostructures manufacturer and provider of
industrial and logistical services
France
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GROUPE EUROPE TECHNOLOGIES

NEXEYA SYSTEMS

Europe Technologies Group offers you robotic solutions and
innovative processes to improve your productivity : Robot cells
for composite finishing, composite cutting and welding
solutions and metal surface treatment and enhancement
France

Designs, manufactures, tests and maintains highly specialized,
mission-critical electronic products and provides high valueadded services.
France

GROUPE LAUAK

High complexity machining specialists (all materials) - Design Design to cost - Processes
France

Aerospace structure parts: fuel tanks, cocpit layout, heat
exchangers
France
INFODREAM
Publisher specialized software in the control and improvement
of quality in production.
France
ISP SYSTEM

NEXTEAM GROUP

PORCHER INDUSTRIES
Porcher industries, is nowaday an international group dedicated
to the development and production of innovative products,
combining textiles and chemistry for multiple industrial
application for many markets including aerospace
France

RECAERO

Designer, Manufacturer, Precision equipments, Advanced
industrial means.
France
KREATIVE ENGINEERING SERVICES (KES)
Engineering company specialized in the VIP business with a
substantial expertise in VIP aircraft modification, completion
and refurbishment. Development of biosourced materials.
France

Recaero is a fully integrated (machining, sheet metal,
processing, assembly) aircraft spare parts manufacturer for out
of production and urgent (AOG) requirements. We have the
capacity to manufacture metallic and composite components
and assemblies
France
SAFRAN - AIRCELLE
Design and manufacturing of aircraft engine pods.

LIEBHERR AEROSPACE & TRANSPORTATIONS SAS

France

Develops, manufactures and services landing gears, flight
control and actuation systems, and gearboxes for the aerospace
industry.
France

SFH
Stationary hydraulic, pneumatic and filtration systems
France

LOIRETECH

SHIMTECH

Loiretech designs and manufactures tooling for large and
complex thermoplastic or composite parts, including
preforming, moulding, trimming, assembling and inspection
tools.
France

A specialist supplier of high performance composite structures,
assemblies and shim solutions to the global aerospace industry.
France
SIMAIR
Aerostructures (body structrure, wings, pylon), Composite
materials manufacturing

MECACHROME FRANCE
France

France

SPHEREA TEST & SERVICES

MULTIPLAST
France

Provides production and maintenance test solutions (ATE) in the
aviation, defense, space, energy and transportation sectors.
France
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STELIA AEROSPACE

AIRPORT REGION BERLIN BRANDENBURG / ZAB GMBH

A wholly-owned subsidiary of the Airbus Group, STELIA
Aerospace offers global solutions for aeronautical
manufacturers and airlines. STELIA Aerospace designs and
produces aerostructures, pilot seats and business and first class
passenger seats.
France

Economic Development Agency for Berlin and Brandenburg.
Companies, investors and science institutes interested in
expanding their business activities to Berlin and establish new
offices in the Airport Region Berlin Brandenburg
Germany

STELIA AEROSPACE

Steering and Chassis parts. Ball and Socket joints, Clevis joints,
Universal joint shafts
Germany

A wholly-owned subsidiary of the Airbus Group, STELIA
Aerospace offers global solutions for aeronautical
manufacturers and airlines. STELIA Aerospace designs and
produces aerostructures, pilot seats and business and first class
passenger seats.
France

ALFRED HEYD GMBH

BINDER TECHNOLOGIE GMBH
Production of metal components especially by means of
forming, machining, and welding.
Germany

THERMOCOAX SAS
Thermocoax offers its expertise in custom heating and
temperature measurement solutions to leading companies
within dedicated niche markets on a worldwide level offering
tailor made solutions
France

DECKEL MAHO PFRONTEN GMBH

TRIGO

GMT designs and manufactures tie-rods, shock-mounts and
bushings specifically developed for aircraft applications Through innovative solutions we have created a broad range of
stainless steel, aluminum, composite and titanium tie-rod
families
Germany

TRIGO provides a comprehensive range of corrective and
preventive quality inspection and management services
France
TRONICO
Tronico offers solutions to many levels, since the wiring card up
global solutions "turnkey": study, prototypes, industrialization,
production of maps, mechanical and electronic integration,
testing, MCO
France

UBIFRANCE
French agency for international business developement.
France

Global machine tool manufacturers
Germany
GMT GUMMI-METALL-TECHNIK GMBH

IABG - INDUSTRIEANLAGEN-BETRIEBSGESELLSCHAFT MBH
IABG’s aeronautics service portfolio:Experimental testing
(structural tests,functional tests,product qualification, flight
tests);Functional and system test benches;Structural
monitoring,inspection and analysis;Test infrastructure;Damage
analysis
Germany
LIEBHERR AEROSPACE LINDENBRG GMBH
Germany

ZODIAC OXYGEN SYSTEMS
ZODIAC OXYGEN SYSTEMS develops Fuel & Inerting Systems,
Sensing & System Management, On-board electronics,
Monitoring and measurement of temperature and humidity,
Optronics and image processing & Oxygen Systems
France

MATZEN & TIMM GMBH
We offer more than thousand and one solution for flexible
connections, for example for aerospace, the automotive
industry or machine-building.
Germany
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NIEDERSACHSEN AVIATION

CABIRAN (1991) LTD
Germany

PACE GMBH

Aluminum Investment Casting Foundry - (Lost Wax Technology)
Ceramic Shell & Solid Mold, AS 9100 & NANCAP Approved
Israel

ELBIT SYSTEMS - CYCLONE

Knowledge Based Engineering software technology
Germany

Aerostructure Assembly & Aircraft Components
Israel

SAERTEX
Composites and lightweight solutions made of glass, carbon &
aramid
Germany
schiess gmbh
Designing and manufacturing with know-how and competence
unique solutions (machine tools) for the international
engineering industry since 1857
Germany
SITEC AEROSPACE GMBH
Actuators & Valves for Hydraulics, Air, Oxygen, Fuel and Water
Germany

TECHSAT GMBH
Supplier of avionics data bus and data loading products as well
as realtime simulation
Germany
XPERION GMBH

ISRAEL EXPORT & INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION INSTITUTE
Representation of the Israeli economy and its commercial
arena, services and information for commercial ventures with
Israeli companies and in the Israeli marketplace.
Israel
KANFIT LTD
Kanfit is a built-to-spec / print manufacturer and integrator of
world class aerospace-grade primary and detailed parts,
subassemblies and ready-to-mount assemblies from composite
materials, and sheet and block metal.
Israel
METALICONE
Production of metal cutting tools, to manufacture top quality,
complex technical, high precision metal parts and system
Israel

MICBAIM LTD

Manufactures tailor-made components made of fiber-reinforced
plastics (FRP) for mechanical engineering
Germany

Accurate CNC machining and milling for aerospace applications.
Serial/Mass production; Prototype production; Sub-assemblies;
Project management and much more
Israel

ZIEGLER GRUPPE

MTC INDUSTRIES & RESEARCH CARMIEL LTD

Complex turning and milling components, subassemblies,
complete systems
Germany

Developing and manufacturing electro-mechanical complex
aerospace and defense products and subsystems such as; Servo
Actuators, Motors & Servo Motors, Slip-Rings, Gyroscopes &
Inertial Sensors.
Israel

SANAUTO ENGINEERS INDIA PVT LTD
Manufacturing of Gears, Splines, Worms & Wheels & Precision
Machined Castings
India
AVCO SYSTEMS INTEGRATION LTD
Precision machining and building of assemblies.

PLATAINE TECHNOLOGIES
Provider of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) based, Intelligent
Automation software solutions for Composites Component
Manufacturers
Israel

Israel
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A. ABETE SRL

BRETON SPA

Precision machining in the following areas: aerostructures,
engins, defense, aeronautical equipment

Production of 3,4,5, and 6 axis upper gantry machining centres
for the processing of components in composite materials,
aluminum, steel
Italy

Italy

A.L.A. SPA

BYTEST SRL

Advanced logistic systems for aerospace industry
Italy
AIAD - ITALIAN INDUSTRIES FEDERATION FOR AEROSPACE,
DEFENCE AND SECURITY
Italian companies for Aerospace, Defense and Security
Italy

ALFA MECCANICA SRL
ALFA MECCANICA is historically specialized in high precision
machining (NC multi axis turning and 3-4-5 axis NC milling), EDM
(die sinking , wire cutting and micro boring), bearings/bushes
installation, complex parts Assemblies.
Italy
ALL DATA
Sales , technical consultancy , data acquisition test, system
integration, calibration, training, technical services, mechanical
high end services
Italy

ASE SPA
Electrical Power Generation and Distribution Systems for the
Aerospace and Defence Industry.
Italy
AVIOINTERIORS SPA

Bytest (TÜV SÜD Group) is a reference point providing services
of Non Destructive Testing (NDT) and Material Testing
Laboratory (MTL) for aerospace.
Italy
CBL ELECTRONICS S.R.L.
Electronic design, test equipment design and manufacturing,
test program development, board testing and reliability test
support
Italy

CENTRO COSTRUZIONI UNIPERSONALE SRL
Designing complex modeling and mechanical equipment for
aerospace application. Is specialized in non destructive testing:
RX and US under NADCAP accreditation and MRO activity on
rotary wing vehicles.
Italy
CO.ME.AR. SRL
Co.Me.Ar. is specialized in machining of high precision
mechanical components and it is able to provide them vertically
integrated.
Italy

CREASYS SRL
Core Business: total project & costs management services.
Italy

Aircraft seats manufacturer
Italy

CSM SPA

Italy

Manufacturer of high speed 5-axis CNC machines for milling and
drilling aircraft components in composite and aluminium.
Italy

BEAMIT SPA
Rapid prototyping & rapid manufacturing
BOZZI SPA

CULIMETA SAVEGUARD SRL

Build mechanical design components, various and very complex!
we have excellent knowledge of plastics processing, special
alloys and titanium.
Italy

Insulation
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DEMA SPA

ICE - ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

Since 1993 DEMA has been operating in the aerospace industry
as an important innovative company with the capabilities to
offer a complete product through the most developed process:
integration.
Italy

The ICE-Italian Trade Promotion Agency is the government
organisation which promotes the internationalisation of the
Italian companies, in line with the strategies of the Ministry for
Economic Development.
Italy

DTM SRL

IR4I Cluster Tecnologico Aerospaziale dell'Emilia Romagna
S.c.ar.l.

Design (3D, structural, thermal, CFD) and MAIT of aerospace
structures for satellites, launchers, manned missions.
Italy

IR4I mail activity is to develop innovation and research in
Aerospace & Aeronautics.
Italy

ESSETI MECCANICA DI PRECISIONE SRL
LAER SRL

Machinery automatic, machine tools, automotive and
aeronautic military and space.
Italy
FIDIA SPA
Manufactures and sells Numerical Controls, Drives and Milling
Machines mainly for the automotive, aerospace and energy
sectors
Italy

Laer is a private company, AQ-ITA-SINCERT and NADCAP
qualified. The core business is represented by large assemblies
and manufacturing of metal and reinforced composites parts.
Italy
LMA SRL
Mechanical Machining for the Aerospace Industry
Italy

FINMECCANICA AEROSTRUCTURE DIVISION

LOMBARDIA AEROSPACE CLUSTER

Aircraft Manufacturer

An integrated system of companies, technological expertise and
advanced scientific capabilities in the aerospace industry.
Italy

Italy
FINMECCANICA AEROSTRUCTURE DIVISION

MAGNAGHI AERONAUTICA GROUP

Aircraft Manufacturer
Italy
FUCINE UMBRE SRL
Fucine Umbre supply forgings and forging parts ready to be
used in the assembling line (vertically integrated components).
Italy

HTF SRL
HTF is specialized in machining and surface treatments. HTF is a
center of excellence for complex sheet metal parts
manufacturing supporting domestic and international
customers.
Italy

Magnaghi Aeronautica S.p.A. is involved in all aspects of landing
gear, starting from the design to development, right through to
the manufacture of fully integrated systems fro several types of
aircraft and helicopter.
Italy

MECFOND AEROSPACE SRL
Mecfond aerospace is specialized in machining medium-big
dimensions parts, Aerostructures, aluminium and titanium
Italy
MERLETTI AEROSPACE SRL
Aerospace industry - manufacturing and assembly of
components and sub assy
Italy
METH ENGINEERING & CONSULTING
Design and Production of tools and parts for aviation industry
Italy
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MICRA DI PUPIN AMOS E RUBEN SNC

PROCESSI SPECIALI SRL

We are specialized in high precision mechanical parts as per
customer’s drawing in different materials like titanium and
Aluminum

Processi Speciali offers an integrated chain of services allowing
clients’ components to pass through the mechanical
construction, non destructive testing, shot peening, chemical
and protective treatments
Italy

Italy
MORELLO SPA
Hot forged steel parts for the aeronautical, railways and energy
sectors.
Italy
NCM SPA
NCM SpA is an Italian company which deals with precision
mechanical machining and special processes for the Energy
(Fuel Nozzles, Injectors, Combustion Chambers, Liners, Nozzles)
and Aeronautics Markets
Italy

SABELT SPA
Sabelt is a producer of OEM composite seats for sport road cars
and it is one of the most impotant racing safety belts
manufacturer for all kind of competition car.
Italy
SIA SRL
Design, manufactoring and MRO&U of:Tooling,Ground Support
Equipment,Special Plants;Other equipment in the fluidic field
Italy

O.V.S. VILLELLA SRL

SICAMB SPA

O.V.S. Villella main activities are maufacturing of aerospace
structures, sheet-metal, welding, piping, machining, NDI and
surface treatments.

Main activities focused in civil and military business in the
following 3 major areas: ejection and crashworthy seats;
aeronautical civil and military structures design; business Jet
thrust reverser design, development, certification and
production

Italy
OMA SPA

Italy

Design, development and manufacture of aerostructures,
components for actuation systems

SIDERVAL SPA
Italy

Siderval manufactures hot extruded hollow bars and special
shapes in any kind of steels and titanium alloys

PIEMONTE / AGENCY TORINO PIEMONTE AEROSPACE

Italy

Italian aerospace cluster of Piedmonte Region
Italy

SOMACIS SPA
Production of Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs)

PIEMONTE / AGENCY TORINO PIEMONTE AEROSPACE

Italy

Torino Piemonte Aerospace cluster
Italy
PIETRO ROSA TBM
Aero engine airfoils ( blades, vanes, IGV, VGV, Fan blades ) Structural components ( fittings, flap guides, engine mounting,
ball nuts, gearbox power transmission components, landing
gear components )
Italy

SSI SOLUZIONI AERONAUTICHE SRL
SSI is specialized in design engeering, toll and production
planning, production support.
Italy
T.I. & A - TECNOLOGIE INDUSTRIALI & AERONAUTICHE SPA
High temperature Insulation- Cabin Insulation- Thermal shields.
Italy

PININFARINA EXTRA

AERO SOLUTIONS (AERO GROUP)-JAPAN

Pininfarina Extra is a Company specialized in product and
interior design, architecture, nautical and aeronautics.

International Business Development, Import/export(Machinery,
Chemicals), Project Coordination, Consulting, Strategic planning
Japan

Italy
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ASAHI KINZOKU KOGYO INC.

MARA AEROSPACE & TECHNOLOGIES SDN BHD

Asahi Kinzoku Kogyo Inc. is one of the largest supplier of surface
treatment for aircraft parts in Asia, "One-Stop-Shop" system is
its remarkable characteristic that covers Machining, NDT, Shot
Peening, Anodizing, Plating, HVOF Thermal Spray Coating
Japan

wholly owned subsidiary of the Government developing the
Asia Aerospace City and spearheads Entry Point Project (EPP) 5 “Growing Pure Play Engineering Services”, and proposes new
EPP’s covering SME and Industrial development in close
collaboratio
Malaysia

DAISHIN SEIKI CORPORATION
Prototypes and components for Motercycles, Automotive,
Autorace, Aerospace and Robotics, Prototype Development
Service, Jig manufacturing Service, Machining Service
Japan

ADVANCE REAL ESTATE

NAGOYA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY

Aernnova Coponentes Mexico is provide metallic parts:
Machined Parts, Surface Treatments and Sheet Metal Parts.
Mexico

Nagoya Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Japan
OKAYA & CO., LTD

Real Estate
Mexico
AERNNOVA AEROSPACE MEXICO

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES DE QUERETARO SA DE CV

Global trading company

Shelter services
Japan

Mexico

SHINDO CO., LTD

AYUNTAMIENTO DE TIJUANA BC

SHINDO has developed a production process of NCF by UD
carbon fibers based on the multiaxial warp knitting technology.
Japan

Promotion of the industry in Tijuana

STAINLESS ART KYOEI

Promotion of the Aerospace industry in Baja California.

Sheet Metal, Metal Polishing, related designing and analysis
Japan
TOKYO DECAL INDUSTRY LTD
Capacitive switch or sensing for switches
Japan

Mexico
BAJA CALIFORNIA STATE GOVERNMENT
Mexico
BE CONSULTING S. DE RL DE CV
Consulting services for companies looking to start operations in
Mexico.
Mexico

URANO CO., LTD

CHIHUAHUA STATE GOVERNMENT

Production of machining parts for : aerospace products,
equipment related to nuclear, energy, generator and engine,
semiconductor manufacturing equipment
Japan

Promotion of the Aerospace industry in Chihuahua, Mexico
Mexico

MALAYSIAN INVESTMENT DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (MIDA)
Malaysia

COLLECTRON INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT INC
Shelter services
Mexico
COMISION DE DESARROLLO INDUSTRIAL DE MEXICALI
Economic Development Council of Mexicali
Mexico
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COMISION DE PROMOCION ECONOMICA DE TECATE AC

LAGUNA AEROSPACE CLUSTER

Promotion of the industry in Tecate
Mexico
CROCSA CORPORATIVO
Top engineering and construction services to international
corporations operating or seeking to establish operations in
Mexico.
Mexico

International commerce logistics and technical experience
especialize in offering advanced soursing services for the global
industry.
Mexico
MONTERREY AEROCLUSTER A.C.
Promotion of the Aerospace industry of Nuevo Leon State.
Mexico

DELTAPLAST MEXICO SA DE CV

PARPRO (ENSAMBLES DEL PACIFICO S. DE RL DE CV)

Injection Molding of technical plastic products for the
aerospace, medical, automotive and industrial sectors.

Wire harnesses, sheet metal, machining and box build products
assemblies.
Mexico

Mexico
DESARROLLO ECONOMICO E INDUSTRIAL DE TIJUANA, AC

PRODENSA SERVICIOS DE CONSULTORIA

Economic Development Council for Tijuana

Machining
Mexico

Mexico

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL FOR SONORA

PROMEXICO

Promotion of the Aerospace industry in Sonora

Mexican Federal government agency responsible for
strengthening the country participation in the international
economy coordinating actions to attract Foreign Direct
Investment and supporting the export activities of Mexican
companies.
Mexico

Mexico
FEMIA - FEDERACION MEXICANA DE LA INDUSTRIA
AEROESPACIAL
Mexican federation of the Aerospace industry.
Mexico
GONZALEZ AEROSPACE (GPSM)

QUERETARO STATE GOVERNMENT
Promotion of the Aerospace industry in Queretaro, Mexico
Mexico

Automated and Manual Tooling and Fixtures.
Mexico
GRUPO AMERICAN INDUSTRIES SA DE CV
Shelter services
Mexico
industrias hunter s de rl de cv
Injection molding 30-600 tons., Zinc Die Casting, CNC machining
of pipe fittings and tubes, Powder Coating and Sub-Assembly
and Assembly of Finished Goods.
Mexico
INVENTEC PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS MEXICO, SA DE CV
Surface treatment solutions and precision cleaning.
Mexico

AGENCE MAROCAINE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES
INVESTISSEMENTS
Invest in Morocco ( Moroccan Investment Development Agency)
is the national body in charge of promoting and developing
investment in Morocco.
Morocco
GIMAS
Moroccan Aerospace Association gathering 100 aerospace
companies established in Morocco operating in different fields
of aerospace industry such as engineering (design &
conception), assembly of parts and aerostructures, composites,
electronics...
Morocco
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MAROC EXPORT - CMPE

IWAMET SP. ZOO

The Moroccan Export Promotion Centre (CMPE) is a public
institution. Its purpose, as its title suggests is to "promote
exports" and contribute to the development of the national
economy in foreign countries.
Morocco

Manufacturers of precision aluminum, magnesium castings and
CNC precision machining parts.
Poland

LINETECH SP. ZOO SP.K.
Poland

APPLIED MACHINING CORPORATION
Applied Machining Corp. is a diversified company. They are in
automotive, motorcycles, industrial, electronics, and semiconductors.
Philippines

MARSHAL'S OFFICE OF THE PODKARPACKIE REGION
Department of Promotion and Economic Cooperation of
Podkarpackie Region
Poland

MD AEROSPACE FABRICATION SERVICES INC
International group providing complex engineering solutions to
some of the key names in the Aerospace and Defense market.
Philippines

MCBRAIDA POLSKA SP. ZOO

NSB ENGINEERING DESIGN & FABRICATIOND MACHINING
CORPORATION

MIKROMA SA

Products- Automation Products Cabinets Stainless Steel Table
Rocks Trolleys Dispense Tools// Services- Nickel Plating Black
Chroming Zinc Plating Blackening Hard and Flash Chroming
Electroplating
Philippines
ONATECH INCORPORATED
Manufacturing of precision machined parts, components and
assemblies using the latest and up-to-date technologies, highend Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) Machines and
accurate measuring equipment.
Philippines
"NABOR” G. NABORCZYK

Poland

Machining of mechanical precision parts, manufacture of
electric motors and actuators // Surface treatment, painting,
mechanical and electrical assembly
Poland
MUNICIPALITY OF RZESZOW
Promotes trade, development nad investments related to the
aviation industry in the region of Rzeszow, Poland
Poland
POMERANIAN SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE LTD
Pomerania government agency promoting investment and trade
in the Pomerania region
Poland

Integrated full service provider of 3-5 axis machining, sheet
metal fabrication, bending, welding, assemblies of aerospace
structural components
Poland

PPHU NAVCOM SYSTEMS S.C.

ASMG SP. ZOO

SILESIAN AVIATION CLUSTER

Supply of spare parts for defence and aviation
Poland
BRASS POLSKA SP ZOO
Die casting of aluminium, brass and Zn-Al alloys - Processing of
casted products such as: grinding, polishing, pressing and
cutting on power presses (up to 80t).
Poland

Service and repair of radio-navigation, electric and onboard
equipment
Poland

Silesian Aviation Cluster : 20 entities, including universities and
institutions of business environment
Poland

ULTRATECH LTD
Production of aerospace parts - production of gas and steam
turbine parts - research & development
Poland
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OPTIMAL STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS

MK INDUSTRY

Engineering services in M&P, Stress Analysis and Design, for
composite and metallic components.
Portugal

AEROSUD

South Korea
SAMCO - SACHEON AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING IND. CO.,
LTD
South Korea

Design and development of aerostructure products,
industrialization and make to print.
South Africa
CAPHMICRO INC.
South Korea
DNM AEROSPACE
South Korea
DONGSUNG TCS
South Korea

ACITURRI AERONAUTICA S.L.
Aciturri is a first level supplier for equipped aero structures for
the main aeronautic constructors. The Aciturri Value Chain offer
to the final client a completed product: Design y Calculation,
Tools Manufacturing, Manufacturing, Subassembly.
Spain
AERNNOVA AEROSPACE
Aerostructures and components design and manufacturing for
civil and military aircraft.
Spain
AERNNOVA ENGINEERING
Spain

ERAP KOREA CO., LTD
Aerospace engineering, GSE, ATE, STE, Airborne equipment,
MRO
South Korea
EUNYOO AEROSPACE CO, LTD

AIRGRUP, S.L.
Focused on Aerostructures manufacturing; Tubes & Pipes,
Welding, CNC machining, Assembly, NDT and Surface
Treatments.
Spain

South Korea

ALESTIS AEROSPACE SL
GYEONGNAM TECHNOPARK (GESCA)
South Korea
KENCOA AEROSPACE
South Korea
KICOX (KOREA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX CORP.)
South Korea
KOREA JIG & FIXTURE (KJF)

Alestis Aerospace is a first level (TIER1) aerostructure supplier
and a leader in engineering and composite materials
manufacturing
Spain
ARITEX CADING SA
solutions for assembly, accurate drilling & riveting or
manufacturing of machined parts, including automatic
measurement, AGV’s and integrating cutting edge technologies
for composite forming solutions.
Spain

CAMARA OFICIAL DE COMERCIO E INDUSTRIA DE ALAVA
South Korea

The Chamber of Commerce offers businesses Alava Alava
Training and Advice on issues of internationalization, Industry,
Trade.
Spain
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CITD ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGIES

CNK AEROSPACE

ITD is the leading subsidiary of MAZEL GROUP for the Aerospace
and Defence industry. ITD has become a preferred supplier of
design and manufacturing engineering services for aircraft
systems and structural components.
Spain

Post-processor software for multi-axis metal machining

DANOBAT
Advanced machining solutions for critical components of the
landing gear and aircraft engines (rotor, stator and main shafts)
are supplied to OEM-s and the leading airlines world-wide.
Spain

Turkey
HEZARFEN SAVUNMA VE HAVACILIK SANAYI TIC. LTD STI
Specializes in sub-assemblies. Current subcontracting
agreement with TAI includes production of Boeing Aircrafts (737747-777) sub-assemblies as an extended workbench where all
logistics , production and quality is supervised by TAI.
Turkey
KALE HAVACILIK SANAYI A.S.
KALE is a leading provider of structural components, assemblies
and kits to the aerospace industry
Turkey

DEFENSYA S.L.
Vision Systems Specialists
Spain
EKIN S.COOP.

OSSA DEFENCE & AVIATION CLUSTER
Defence aviation companies cluster.

Broach and Broaching machines. Spline tools and machines.
Spain

Turkey

EXTENDA - TRADE PROMOTION AGENCY OF ANDALUCIA

REPUBLIC OF TURKEY MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
UNDERSECRETARIAT FOR DEFENCE INDUSTRY (SSM)

Trade promotion agency of Andalucia, Spanish province.

Turkish ministry of Defence
Turkey

Spain
REDUCTIA AEROSPACE, S.L.

TAI - TURKISH AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES

Turn Key Manufacturing and Tailored Solutions

Center of technology in design, development, manufacturing,
integration of aerospace systems, modernization and after sales
support in Turkey
Turkey

Spain
SENER INGENIERIA Y SISTEMAS SA
Engineering, consultancy and systems integration company for
aeronautics.
Spain

TTAF SAVUNMA SANAYI VE TICARET A.S.
Harness manufacturing, mechanical, electromechanical,
assembly

MIFA ALUMINIUM BV
Mifa specialises in extruded aluminium and magnesium profiles.
We produce fully-finished precision products with dimensional
tolerances from ± 0.02 mm. Including In-House CNC Machining,
Surface Treatments, Bending, Assembly and Linishing of Profiles
The Netherlands

Turkey

YUKSEL COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES INC.
Composite part and component manufacturing, tool designing
and manufacturing with an emphasis on aerospace industry
Turkey

CES ADVANCED COMPOSITES & DEFENSE TECHNOLOGIES INC.

OSCAR PRODUCTION GROUP LTD

CES has unique expertise and facilities about advanced
composite product design and manufacturing. CES's business
fields are defense and aerospace industries.
Turkey

one of the leading manufacturers of high-tech seamless tubular
products (tubes and pipes) of titanium alloys, nickel alloys and
stainless steel
Ukraine
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ADS GROUP LIMITED

GREENAIRONLINE.COM

British society of aerospace and defense companies
United Kingdom

Online publication dedicated to publishing independent,
informative and up-to-the-minute news, features and statistics
on current issues surrounding aviation and its impact on global
warming and the environment.
United Kingdom

ADVANCED FIBREOPTIC ENGINEERING LTD
Combine industry leading optical, fibre optics, mechanical,
electronics and software expertise with in-house development
capability from design through to qualification and manufacture
United Kingdom

AERO STANREW LTD
Electromagnetics, Power Modules and Hybrids
United Kingdom
BOEING INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and
efficient airplanes to customers around the world
United Kingdom
BOMBARDIER AEROSTRUCTURES & ENGINEERING SERVICES
BELFAST
Designs, manufactures and supports innovative aviation
products for the business, commercial and amphibious aircraft
markets.
United Kingdom
CASTLE PRECISION ENGINEERING LIMITED
Manufacture of critical precision components
United Kingdom

HUTCHINSON AEROTECH
Sheet metal processing technology from Trumpf and Lissmac to
serve the precision and aerospace industry
United Kingdom
MARLBOROUGH ENGINEERING LIMITED
Jigs and fixtures mainly for the manufacture and assembly of
aero structures.
United Kingdom
MCAULEY PRECISION LTD
Capabilities in tube bending, precision machining, laser cutting,
punching, folding, TIG and MIG welding, McAuley Engineering
specialises in the manufacturing of essential components for the
aerospace, transport and energy industries.
United Kingdom
MOYOLA PRECISION ENGINEERING LTD
Precision engineering: logistical solutions for 5-axis detailed
components, kits and sub-assemblies for aerospace, defence,
automotive and other
United Kingdom

DENROY PLASTICS LTD

MSM AEROSPACE FABRICATORS

Plastics injection molding: Denroy offers an integrated design,
tooling and manufacturing operation providing clients with a
single source solution from concept design to full volume
production
United Kingdom

Manufacturer specialising in complex forming and welding of
high temperature metals such as inconel 625, inconel 718 and
titanium
United Kingdom

FINE TUBES LTD

Engineering services: Engine Build Up (EBU) and systems
installation support
United Kingdom

Manufacture of tubes up to 40 mm OD in stainless steels, nickel
alloys and titanium alloys
United Kingdom
FRAZER NASH CONSULTANCY LTD
Aerospace engineering consultancy support to aircraft
manufacturers, prime contractors and equipment suppliers:
improving structural effectiveness, design optimisation and
aerodynamic performance
United Kingdom

NACELLE SYSTEMS CONSULTANCY

NASMYTH GROUP LTD
Complete end-to-end service from design, development and
prototyping to machining, fabrication, assembly and surface
treatment.
United Kingdom
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NORTHERN IRELAND AEROSPACE

ACECO PRECISION MANUFACTURING

The Northern Ireland Aerospace cluster is made up of over 60
companies with extensive expertise in aerostructures, wings,
composites, design, systems and aircraft seating.
United Kingdom

Precision machine shop specializing in 3,4,5 axis machining of
complex geometries, hard metals, engineered plastics, in house
processing and cleaning, electro-mechanical design,engineering,
reverse engineering,metallurgy, cleaning...
USA

NORTHERN IRELAND TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
An industry facing research and technology unit aligned to the
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
United Kingdom
RLC ENGINEERING GROUP LTD
Components and services to aerospace: engine and control
components, airframe structures
United Kingdom
SCHIVO GROUP
Machined components and assemblies for the aerospace
industry incorporating alloys, steel, stainless steel
United Kingdom
SPECIALISED POLYMER ENGINEERING LTD

ACME INDUSTRIES INC
Complex, close tolerance milling and turning of large titanium,
hard metals and aluminum parts made out of plate, forgings
and castings up to an 8 foot cube size or 12 foot length; Full
turn key services
USA

ACT AEROSPACE
Our primary focus is hand layup, autoclave cure, but we also do
filament winding and compression molding.
USA
ADCHEM MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Manufacturing and repair of Aircraft engine and Helicopter
parts bothmetal and non-metal components.
USA

Aerospace and Defence Sealing Technology.
United Kingdom
TRITECH GROUP LTD
One of the leading suppliers in aluminium and stainless steel
investment castings globally
United Kingdom
WIS GROUP - WILLIAMS INDUSTRIAL SERVICES LTD
Design, manufacture and install automated machinery and
systems for the Aerospace and Composites sectors.
United Kingdom

ADEPT FASTENERS
Distributor of Aerospace Fasteners, Bearing and Electronic
Hardware.
USA
ADEX MACHINING TECHNOLOGIES
Value-added solutions including prototypes, contract
production, 5 axis milling, EDM, certified welding, repair,
assembly
USA

AAA Aerospace USA, INC.

AIM AEROSPACE, INC.

An on-site manufacturing company offering subcontracting
services on aircrafts or aircraft elements.

Composites.
USA
USA

ACCENTURE

AIM AEROSPACE, INC.
Cabin interior product manufacturing
USA

Global management consulting, technology services and
outsourcing company, serving clients in more than 120
countries.
USA
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AIR COST CONTROL USA, LLC

ALLIED TOOL & DIE COMPANY

Distribution of American and European electrical components
for harnessing. Wire, cables, sleeving, cable supports,
connectors, accessories, circuit breakers, relays, switches and
tooling.
USA

Aerospace Manufacturing: Stamping, Laser Cutting, Laser
Welding, Laser Part Marking, Conventional Welding,
Conventional Part Marking, Tool & Die, Prototype, Assemblies,
Conventional Machining, and Precision CNC Machining.
USA

AIR INDUSTRIES GROUP

ALLJACK TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Manufacture & assemble structural parts & assemblies that
focus on flight safety (landing gear, arresting gear, engine
mounts, axles, flight controls...); Sheet metal fabrication for
aerostructure assemblies, tube design, bending & welding
services

Manufacturing
USA
ALOFT AEROARCHITECTS
USA

Provider of innovative solutions in response to the aviation
industry´s distinctive needs.
USA

AIRBUS AMERICAS
Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most modern
and comprehensive aircraft family. EADS North America offers
the innovative solutions of a global aerospace and defense
industry leader.
USA

ALPHA Q

AIRBUS AMERICAS

Aerospace contract manufacturing services to create precision,
close tolerance aircraft components and parts that meet the
most stringent specifications.
USA

Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most modern
and comprehensive aircraft family. EADS North America offers
the innovative solutions of a global aerospace and defense
industry leader.
USA
AIRBUS AMERICAS
Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most modern
and comprehensive aircraft family. EADS North America offers
the innovative solutions of a global aerospace and defense
industry leader.
USA
AIRBUS AMERICAS
Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most modern
and comprehensive aircraft family. EADS North America offers
the innovative solutions of a global aerospace and defense
industry leader.
USA

AIZOON USA, INC
Aizoon provides IT consulting services focused on Cybersecurity
and Smart Factory (internet of Things)
USA

Precision-tolerance milling, turning, grinding and assembly.
USA
ALTEK / INWAC

AMERICAN AEROSPACE CONTROLS INC.
AC/DC Current and Voltage Sensors. Off-the-shelf and custom
designed. Fully qualified to DOI-160 and MIL-STD.
USA
AMERICAN STANDARD CIRCUITS INC.
A total solutions provider of Printed Circuit Boards (PCB)
USA
ANGELES COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES, INC
Supplier of advanced structural composite assemblies and
components serving the global commercial and military
aerospace markets
USA

ASSOCIATED AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING AND SALES INC
Development, manufacturing, distribution and repair support
for a wide range of products and platforms
USA
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ASTRONICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA

BOEING DEFENSE & SECURITY

Astronautics Corporation of America is a global leader in the
design and manufacture of avionics equipment and systems for
commercial and military aerospace
USA

Systems that combine sophisticated communications networks
with air-, land-, sea- and space-based platforms for military and
government
USA

AURORA FLIGHT SCIENCES

C.A. SPALDING COMPANY

Design, Development, prototype, and production of major
composite aerostructures for commercial and defense programs
USA

Manufacturing of titanium and sheet metal fixed wing and
rotorcraft components and assemblies: Titanium Hot Forming,
firewalls and components, build to print subassemblies and
assemblies and Tier One manufacturer and supplier to Major
aerospace OEMs
USA

AVOX SYSTEMS INC - ZODIAC
Designs, manufactures and services oxygen life support
respiratory systems, related personal protective equipment and
aircraft accessories for the aviation and government markets
USA
BAE SYSTEMS
advanced, technology-led defence, aerospace and security
solutions
USA

CADENCE AEROSPACE
We are a large aerospace group with facilities based in the USA
and Mexico. We machine hard metals and aluminum alloys,
perform sheet metal fabrication, titanium hot forming, waterjet
services and produce both simple and complex kitted
assemblies.
USA

Ballco Manufacturing, Inc.

CAID INDUSTRIES - CAID AUTOMATION

CNC Machining

Custom automation and robotics for component assembly,
material handling, packaging, vision inspection, testing.

USA
BASE2 SOLUTIONS

USA
CAV ICE PROTECTION/ CAV ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Systems Engineering
USA
BELCAN

Design, Project Management, Machining, Sheet-metal
Fabrication, Sub-assembly, De-Icing Systems; Maintenance,
Service and Support of product.
USA

Belcan Corporation provides engineering, staffing, and other
flexible workforce solutions to clients around the globe

CDW
USA

BF&S
Contract manufacturing of wire harness, motors, and electronic
assemblies.
USA
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES

CDW provides full lifecycle services around client, data center
and network infrastructure technologies
USA
CENTERLESS REBUILDERS INC
Manufacturers and Rebuilders of Centerless Grinders,
Automation, Production Grinding Service
USA

Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and
efficient airplanes to customers around the world

CIMTECH
USA

CAD/CAE and CAM products with training and technical support
centers.
USA
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COMPOSITE ALLIANCE CORP. / SAT THERMIQUE

DWA ALUMINIUM COMPOSITES USA, INC
USA

CONNECTICUT CENTER FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Manufacturers of Aluminum based Metal-Matrix-Composites (Al
MMCs); Engineering Process Development
USA

EAGLEPICHER TECHNOLOGIES, LLC

Support to private and public entities to develop innovations
and practices for higher efficiency and competitiveness.
USA

CONNECTICUT COINING, INC.
Small to medium production runs of formed seamless metal
parts/stampings such as housings, shields, rings, cups, bellows,
brackets & ducts manufactured to customers print and based
on typical materials (eg. Inconel, stainless steel, Titanium)
USA
CONSULATE GENERAL OF CANADA
The Consulate General of Canada in Seattle represents Canada
and promotes Canadian interests in one of the most
technologically and economically important regions of the
United States.
USA

Defense Battery Power; Aerospace, Medical, Alternative Energy
Storage, Energetics, Oil and Gas
USA
ELAN AIRCRAFT SEATING
High quality, comfort, availability and economy aircraft seating
USA
ELLISON SURFACE TECHNOLOGIES INC
Thermal spray coating application (HVOF, plasma spray), heat
treating, vapor phase aluminizing (VPA), platinum plating and
other special processes for aircraft engines, landing gear and
airframe components
USA
ENLIVENING TECHNOLOGIES
Engineering Solutions and composite manufacturing.

CRAIG TECHNOLOGIES
Specialty manufacturing, custom avionics, precision machining
and fabrication, and test and evaluation services
USA
CRANE AEROSPACE & ELECTRONICS
Aerospace Sensing, Landing, Power Management, Cabins, and
Fluid Management
USA

USA
ENSINGER INC
Manufacture of components or assembled systems, for both
Aerospace and Defense applications, using thermoplastic
materials.
USA
ESTERLINE ENGINEERED MATERIALS
Supplier of specialized metal finishing, plating, anodizing and
organic coating services.

CURTISS WRIGHT CORPORATION
Supplier of precision electro-mechanical actuation products.

USA
USA

CYIENT

EVONIK FOAMS INC

Engineering services and solutions for the global aerospace and
defense industry
USA

Manufacturer of and seller of high performance composite
materials, including thermal-set, Thermal Plastics, and structural
foam cores
USA

DEMMER AEROSPACE

EXCENT USA

Tooling and manufacturing services: Complex composite lay-up
molds manufactured from steel, aluminum and Invar
USA

Engineering
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EXOTIC TOOL WELDING INC.

GE ENGINE SERVICE

Nadcap certified fusion welding & brazing.

Engine repair and services
USA

USA

Exova Group

GLENAIR NORTHWEST QSP

Exova provides comprehensive materials testing capabilities to
support materials selection, materials performance and
analysis, covering metallic and non-metallic materials.
USA

Technical design and engineering.
USA
GLOBAL FIBERGLASS SOLUTIONS INC.
USA

F & B MANUFACTURING CO
Airborne Structural/Mechanical Components Manufacturers
USA
FLOW INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
Waterjet cutting for composite; CMC Composite Machining
Center: trimming, drilling, cutting of composite panels and parts
with waterjet and routers.
USA
FLUID COMPONENTS INTERNATIONAL LLC
Develops, qualifies and manufactures aerospace/shipboard
commercial and defense temperature, flow, liquid level and
pressure sensors for air management, fuel, hydraulic, coolant,
gearbox, potable/lavatory/waste water systems
USA

FOOKE USA INC

GREENFORCES LLC
Consortium of Hub Zone certified business that provide
engineering and design, analysis, prototyping, test and
production services
USA

HAINBUCH AMERICA CORP.
HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design and manufacturing of
extremely precise and exceptionally rigid work holding solutions
USA
HIBBING FABRICATORS INC
Fabrication of precisiton metal products: processing of
aluminum, steel, stainless steel, copper, brass, galvanized,
titanium, & tin plate
USA

Manufacturer of Standard and customized multi axis Highspeed
cutting Milling machines.
USA
FRENCH-AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST

HI-TECH MANUFACTURING
Manufacturer of custom machined components for aerospace &
space flight systems
USA
HONEYCOMB COMPANY OF AMERICA

Promoting the French-American business community in the
region,Supporting the French and American companies with
their trade needs
USA
FRIEND METALS CO.
Distributor of Remelted Steels, Alloy Steel and Forgings.
USA
FUJI HEAVY INDUSTRIES USA INC
The manufacture,repair,and sales of airplanes aerospacerelated machinery and their components
USA

Manufacture of bonded metal-to-metal, metal-to-honeycomb,
and honeycomb to epoxy-composite assemblies for military
fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft
USA

ICEX COMMERCIAL OFFICE OF THE EMBASSY OF SPAIN IN
WASHINGTON DC
ICEX is a national public institution that aims to promote the
internationalization of Spanish companies to contribute to the
competitiveness and add value to the overall economy and
attract foreign investment to Spain.
USA
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ID INTEGRATION

JAMCO AMERICA

UID part marking, nameplates, labels, UID verification, and DOD
Standard UID.
USA

Premier supplier of Airbus and Boeing aircraft interior
engineering services and products. Supports aircraft
modifications with in-house design engineering, manufacturing,
supplier manage.
USA

IDEAL AEROSMITH INC.
Aerospace Automatic Test Equipment.
USA

JANEWAY MACHINE INC
Custom CNC machine and manufacturing

INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TOOL, INC.

USA

Worldwide leading dealer in used aerospace machinery. IMT
supplies machinery for all applications and materials including
aluminum, titanium, steel, & composites.
USA
INDUSTRIAL METALS INTERNATIONAL LTD
Distributor of litanium, aluminum, nickel stainless steel, alloy
and bronze products in bar, sheet, tube, wire and forgings.
USA
INEO GLOBAL SUPPORT INC
INEO GLOBAL SUPPORT has an expertise in the development
and the validation of engineering methods that are fitted to its
service solutions.
USA

JF FREDERICKS AERO LLC
65 yr. young mfgr. of precision machined parts & assemblies
(including rotating items) for aircraft engines, static parts for
helicopters and various components for the medical and food
packaging industries.
USA

JONACO MACHINE
Horizontal and vertical milling, turning, and deburring: a variety
of metals, alloys, castings, and plastics
USA
JONAL LABORATORIES
Researchers, Engineers, and Manufacturers of Custom High
Temperature Elastomeric Seals and Products

INFINITY AIR / ALLFLIGHT

USA

Operational Primary Flight Control Surfaces and Structural &
Composite.

KAMAN AEROSPACE GROUP
USA

INFRA INNOVATIONS
Inspection and repair of underground utility infrastructure, such
as electric transmission cables, gas pipelines, and water pipes
USA

Design and manufacture composite and metal structures,
subassemblies, and metal detail parts for aerospace primes, Tier
I, and other companies
USA
KANE ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.
USA

INTREX AEROSPACE
CNC Machining of Thin-Walled Parts and Other Defense and
Aircraft Components.

KAWASAKI HEAVY INDUSTRIES (US) LTD
USA

USA
ITEM AMERICA LLC
Developer and producer of the modular aluminium building kit
systems
USA

KOMET GROUP
Cutting tools and tooling packages. Process monitoring systems.
USA
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KULITE SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, INC

LOAR GROUP INCORPORATED (AGC INC)

Manufacture of Pressure Transducers based on the
piezoresistive effect of silicon; Manufacturer of Strain gages,
Pressure Scanners

Titanium hot forming, heat shields and insulation blankets,
silicone and epoxy bonding.
USA
USA

LAMINATED SHIM CO.
Custom Solid & Laminated Shims in Aluminum, Stainless Steel,
Brass, Titanium, & Kapton®
USA
LAMTEX COMPOSITES

LUXOFT USA
Software solutions for design, manufacturing, and
postproduction
USA
LYONS MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Machining of parts for aerospace, spares, assemblies,
components

LamTex Composites specializes in build to print composites
fabrication

USA
USA

LATECOERE INTERNATIONAL
Aerostructures, Interconnection Systems & Services
(engineering, tooling, manufacturing)
USA
LATECOERE INTERNATIONAL

MACHINE SPECIALTIES INC.
Precision machining, finishing and assembly services to the
Aerospace, Defense, Medical, Energy and commercial industries.
Our core competence is complex multi-axis machining made to
our customer’s prints and or models
USA
MEADOW MANUFACTURING INC.

Aerostructures, Interconnection Systems & Services
(engineering, tooling, manufacturing)
USA

Precision machining: lean, cellular manufacring, small rapid
prototype batches
USA

LEFIELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Designs and manufactures precision tubular parts and
assemblies for the commercial aircraft, aerospace, defense and
propulsion related industries.
USA

MEGGITT SILICONE PRODUCTS

LIEBHERR AEROSPACE SALINE, INC

CNC machine tool and service

Design, engineering and manufacture of sealing solutions.
USA
MERRIFIELD MACHINERY SOLUTIONS

USA

USA
METAL FINISHING CO

LINGOL CORPORATION
Manufacturer of thermoplastic materials: prepregs, laminates,
and preforms for thermoforming, machining, selective/local
reinforcement and bonding.
USA
LIQUID MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
Aircraft Fuel Gauging; Fuel Management
USA

Non-Destructive Testing of Metal and Composite Parts and
Materials, Heat Treatment or Aluminum and Steels, Surface
Finishing of Aluminum and Steel Components
USA

MICOR INDUSTRIES INC.
Small to large box projects, including complex machined parts
made from standard and exotic materials, in-house welding,
finishing/coating, non-destructive testing (NDT), and assembly
services.
USA
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MINCO MANUFACTURING INC

MOOG INC

Teflon coated fuser roller manufacturing and machining
competitively priced, precision components

Designer, manufacturer, and integrator of precision motion
control products and systems
USA

USA

MINNESOTA NORTHEAST - IRRRB

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO., INC

The Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic
Development (DEED) is the state’s principal economic
development agency.

Contract manufacturer of precision deep and shallow drawn
metal stampings and enclosures in difficult-to-draw metals for
the aerospace industry
USA

USA
MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST ALLIANCE FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

NATIONAL PRECISION BEARING

Mississippi Gulf Coast Alliance for Economic Development is an
economic development entity that assists companies with
incentives and provides site location services
USA

MISSOURI METALS
Manufacturer of components and assemblies for the aerospace
industry utilizing hot forming and super plastic forming
USA

Bearings, bushings, rod ends and sphericals for aerospace and
defense.
USA
NATIONAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS - NTS
Engineering services company, providing a wide range of
product testing, certifications, and supply chain management
solutions
USA
NIPPI CORPORATION - KIRKLAND

MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES AMERICA, INC

USA

USA
NORFIL MANUFACTURING, INC.

MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES AMERICA, INC
Engineering, manufacture and sale of ships, power systems,
environmental improvement equipment, industrial machinery,
aircraft, space systems, air-conditioner, etc.
USA

Supplier of complex machined parts for the global aerospace
industry
USA

NOVA-TECH ENGINEERING LLC
Provide tools and assembly equipment to aircraft
manufactures and tier 1 suppliers

MODUMETAL
Revolutionary new class of nanolaminated materials improving
the structural, corrosion and high temperature performance of
coatings
USA

MOMENTIVE PERFORMANCE MATERIALS INC
Ultra-light, ultra-strong composites that decrease weight and
increase fuel efficiency, Ceramics and fused quartz products
with unmatched thermal and optical qualities, Silicone-based
fluids, sealants, adhesives and protective coatings
USA

USA
NOVEL ENGINEERING
Novel Engineering provides software, electronic hardware, and
systems engineering services to the Aerospace Industry by
offering turn-key full-lifecycle projects
USA
NTS UNITEK
Supplier Quality Engineering Services
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OMNIFAB

PCC AEROSTRUCTURES (PRIMUS INTERNATIONAL)

Machining, welding & assembly.
USA

Tier II supplier of highly engineered metallic and composite
parts, kits, and assemblies to the global aerospace industry
USA

ORBITAL ATK AEROSPACE STRUCTURES DIVISION
Composite structures manufacturing: composite structures DNAEngineering Design Capability, Machining, NDI
USA

PEENING TECHNOLOGIES
Shot & Glass Bead Peening, Non-Destructive Testing;
Manufacturing of Peening Equipment
USA

ORBITAL ATK AEROSPACE STRUCTURES DIVISION
Composite structures manufacturing: composite structures DNAEngineering Design Capability, Machining, NDI
USA

PEGASUS MANUFACTURING

ORION INDUSTRIES

PHOENIX INTEGRATION, INC.

Precision metal fab, machining, mechanical assembly, hydraulic
assembly, kitting for production lines.
USA

A software company that created ModelCenter®, the framework
for Model-Based Engineering
USA

OXLEY INC

PIONEER INDUSTRIES

Aircraft LED Lighting Systems- Exterior/Interior LED lighting,LED
landing/Taxi Lights,Commercial & Military lighting products;LED
Shelter Lighting,LED vehicle & marine lighting systems,Optical
filters,NVIS components,EMI Suppression filter connectors
USA

Sheet metal fabrication, machining, finishing, water jet and
assembly services for a wide range of current products in the
aerospace and commercial industries.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DEFENSE COALITION - PNDC

AS9100 certified CNC machine shop with high level milling,
turning, grinding, NADCAP certified heat treat and EDM
capabilities. We manufacture the most complex aerospace parts
– the most “life critical” elements with the tightest tolerances
USA

Association of aerospace and defense companies from the US
Northwestern region.
USA
PAMA INC.
Boring-milling machines and machining centers
USA

Airborne Structural/Mechanical Components Manufacturers
USA

USA
POINTE PRECISION INC.

POLISH AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST
Business and Trade promotion of Poland

PARKER AEROSPACE

USA

Hydraulic, fuel, flight control, pneumatic, electronics cooling,
and fluid conveyance components and systems and related
electronic controls for aerospace.

POLYDROP LLC
USA

PAULO PRODUCTS COMPANY
Heat treatment, brazing, metal finishing.
USA

PolyDrop provides an innovative conductive metal-free
lightweight polymer additive for coatings, composites, batteries,
marine (anticorrosion), textiles, floor and electronic applications.
USA
PPG AEROSPACE
Leading manufacturer of Aerospace Sealants, Aerospace
Coatings, Aircraft Transparencies (Windshields & Windows),
Electrochromic cabin windows, packaging & application systems.
USA
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PRAXAIR SURFACE TECHNOLOGIES

RSI, INC.

Application of metallic and ceramic protective coatings to
critical metal components. Coating processes include cold spray,
diffusion, electrodeposition, thermal spray, slurry spray, and
vapor deposition.
USA

CRI – technology design and manufacturing for Mil-Spec and
industrial/hazardous locations. RSI Distribution – stocking
distributor for electro-interconnect and RSI Value-Add – Cables
harnesses, customer EMI gaskets, etc
USA

PRECISION CASTPARTS CORP.

SAFRAN - AIRCELLE

Manufacturer of complex metal components and products.

Manufacturer of nacelles.
USA

USA

PRECISION SENSORS

SAFRAN - LABINAL POWER SYSTEMS

Reliable, cost effective pressure switches, and sensors, flow
switches, temperature switches and sensors

Labinal, Safran Group, is a world leader in the field of design,
production, installation and maintenance of electrical wiring
systems, engineering and technology markets associated
aeronautical space and defense.

USA
PTI INDUSTRIES, INC

USA

Service provider of support processes including: adhesive
bonding, precision cleaning and cleanliness testing, dry film
lubrication, magnesium coatings, non-destructive testing,
passivation, pressure testing, shot peening and composite
repairs.

SAFRAN GROUP - LABINAL LLC
USA

USA

SAFRAN GROUP - LABINAL LLC
USA

QUADRANT ENGINEERING PLASTIC PRODUCTS
Manufacturer of semi-finished shapes for machining made from
advanced thermoplastic materials with a focus on direct metal
replacement and weight savings
USA

SAFRAN GROUP - LABINAL LLC
USA

QUALITEL CORPORATION

SAFRAN USA

Qualitel manufactures mission critical electronics at the highest
reliability and extraordinary customer service.
USA

Safran is a leading international high-tech group with three core
businesses: aerospace, defense and security. Operating
worldwide, the Group has 54,900 employees and annual sales
exceeding 10.4 billion euros.
USA

RBR MACHINE
A modern machine shop that takes great pride in providing the
latest in manufacturing, and inspection technology to our
customers. We offer large capacity 5 axis, and turning
machining operations. Zeiss CMM for AS9100C certified
USA

SAFRAN USA, INC

REEL USA CORP.

SAFRAN USA, INC

A world leader in design, fabrication, installation and
maintenance of industrial systems and equipment for aircraft
maintenance such as docking systems, telescopic platforms and
engine handling systems and overhead cranes.
USA

Leading international high-technology group with three core
businesses in aerospace, defense and security

International group of high-tech equipment supplier in the
aerospace, defense and security.
USA
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SCHULZ XTRUDED PRODUCTS, LP

SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

SXP can extrude medium and large size extruded shapes and
hollows from Titanium, Stainless Steel and Nickel Alloys. SXP has
a 7600 Ton extrusion press with the current capability of
extruding parts that fit within a 14OD circle.
USA

Promotion of economic opportunities for individuals and
businesses. As South Carolina’s leading economic development
agent, the Department of Commerce works to recruit new
businesses and help existing businesses grow
USA

SERVICE & SALES INC

SPECTRALUX CORP.

Specializes in the manufacture of Aerospace Machined Parts &
Tube Assemblies
USA

Design, production, and support of avionics/ data
communications and flight deck electronics products

SERVICE STEEL AEROSPACE CORP.

SPRING TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Steel and titanium distributors
USA

USA

Delivering dedicated CNC software solutions to enable the
optimal use of CNC machines
USA

SGS TOOL COMPANY (SGS CARBIDE TOOL (UK) LTD)
ISO-certified leader of round solid carbide cutting tool
technology for the aerospace, metalworking, and automotive
industries with manufacturing sites in the United States and
United Kingdom.
USA

SHINMAYWA (CALIFORNIA), LTD

STRETCH FORMING CORPORATION
Manufacturing-Aerospace structural components, kits,
assemblies; Forming, fabrication, machining,tooling
USA
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY ENGINEERING, INC.
Manufacturing & Supply Chain Management,

Supply chain management and quality assurance services for
major commercial aircraft and business jet programs for
ShinMaywa Industries, Ltd. aerospace business

USA
SUPERCRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES

USA
SILICON FOREST ELECTRONICS

Developer of power plants for electricity generation: our
PowerCube energy platforms utilize supercritical CO2 power
cycles to simplify power generation

Electronics manufacturing services

USA
USA

SKILCRAFT LLC
Sheet metal fabrication: laser cutting, assembly, coating and
finishing
USA

SUPERIOR TECHNICAL CERAMICS CORP.
STC designs and manufactures technical ceramics for the
aerospace industry, including instrumentation, control, engine
monitoring, guidance, optics and turbine ignition systems
USA

SLM SOLUTIONS NA INC.

TALLAMOND INC.

Specifically in the aerospace industry customers do benefit from
SLM Solution GmbH systems. Multiple materials and open
system architecture promise targeted and specific solutions
USA

Commercial aircraft parts.
USA
TDK-LAMBDA AMERICAS
TDK-Lambda, one of the world's leading power supply
manufacturers, is offering wide selection of reliable AC-DC
power supplies, DC-DC converters
USA
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TEBIS AMERICA INC

TRULIFE ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS

Manufacturing-related consulting expertise, innovative
CAD/CAM applications, professional services for die, mold and
model manufacturing and mechanical engineering
USA

Trulife Engineered Solutions is an ISO 9001, AS9100 certified,
and ITAR registered full service provider of engineering services,
contract assembly and vertically integrated CNC machine shop
USA

TECT AEROSPACE

TTTECH NORTH AMERICA INC.

Aerospace machine + Forging manufacturer for engine and
aerostructure + Assembly.

TTTech's core competencies include system integration using
time-triggered networks, as well as special developments for
distributed embedded computing and networking architectures.
USA

USA
THE NORDAM GROUP

TUBE HOLLOWS INTERNATIONAL

Manufacturer of commercial aircraft: windows, interiors,
nacelles, thrust reversers, structure components
USA
THE OFFSHORE GROUP
Manufacturing support service.
USA
THURO METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
A contract manufacturer of custom-machined, precision
Component parts and assemblies for the Aerospace/Defense,
Automotive, and Industrial Equipment markets, specialization in
the production of fittings for fuel and hydraulic systems.
USA

Precision manufacturing services, deep hole drilling, gundrilling,
trepanning bta drilling, complex boring, pattern drilling, bottle
boring:step boring, honing: custom heavy wall tubing
borecentric tubing, tube conditioning, custom thin wall tubing
USA
TURBO MACHINED PRODUCTS LLC
Since 1993 we have specialized in 5-axis machining blades,
vanes and impellers for aviation & power generation companies
for new development and production machining
USA
U.S. COMMERCIAL SERVICE
Export assistance to US companies.

TLG AEROSPACE LLC

USA

Engineering services in aerodynamics, loads, flutter and
structural design and stress analysis

ULBRICH STAINLESS STEELS & SPECIALITY METAL INC

USA
TOLERANCE MASTERS
A CNC Precision Machining Facility Specializing in Tight
Tolerances and Lean Manufacturing Capabilities
USA

World-wide manufacturer & supplier of precision coil metal
strip/foil/bar/rod/shaped-wire/flat-wire,We produce with over
140 alloys including SS/ Ni-Co/ Titanium/ Al/ Refractory
grades;Manufacturer & supplier of precision solar pvinterconnect ribbon
USA

TOOL GAUGE & MACHINE WORKS INC.

UNITECH COMPOSITES

Precision machining, plastic injection,

Supplier to the aerospace & defense industries with composites
& metallic aerostructures & components.
USA

USA

TRINITY FORGE, INC

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

Metal forging and machining; Forging die manufacturing,
assembly
USA

One of the world’s largest suppliers of advanced aerospace and
defense products for business, military and international
customers
USA
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VIRGINIA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP

WOODWARD INC

Virginia Economic Development Partnership provides site
selection and business expansion services in Virginia

Woodward integrates leading-edge technologies into fuel,
combustion, fluid, actuation, and electronic control systems for
the aerospace and energy markets
USA

USA

VISITEURS AER SEATTLE 2016
USA
WASHINGTON AEROSPACE PARTNERSHIP
The Washington Aerospace Partnership exists to allow leaders
from business, labor and local government to work together to
support and grow the aerospace cluster in Washington state
USA
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Economic development in the state of Washington.
USA
WATERTECTONICS

YUSEN LOGISTICS (AMERICAS) INC.
Global Supply Chain solutions provider with dedicated expertize
in the aerospace industry, operating under the JISQ9100:2009
Aerospace Quality Management System.
USA
ZEPHER INC
Systems integration, specializing in development and
manufacturing of aerospace products, as well as kitting, repair,
project management, prototyping and engineering services.
USA

ZEUS, INC.
Precision high performance tubing, polymer extrusions

WaterTectonics designs, manufactures, deploys, and services
advanced water treatment systems to help clients meet
compliance with environmental permits or reduce operating
costs related to water.
USA
WAYPOINT AERONAUTICAL
A leader in engineering and design,
USA
WESCO AIRCRAFT
Aerospace Hardwer, Fasteners, Fitting, bearings, Installation
tooling, Kits, Inventory Management
USA
WESTWOOD PRECISION, INC.

USA
ZODIAC AEROSPACE / INTERCONNECT SYSTEMS AMERICA
Interconnect Systems America (Icore International Inc. &
Cantwell Cullen & Company) is a global leader providing
innovative solutions for integrated electrical interconnect and
fluid conveyance systems in demanding applications.
USA
ZODIAC AEROSPACE / INTERCONNECT SYSTEMS AMERICA
Interconnect Systems America (Icore International Inc. &
Cantwell Cullen & Company) is a global leader providing
innovative solutions for integrated electrical interconnect and
fluid conveyance systems in demanding applications.
USA

Specializes in complex machining solutions in a production and
non-production environment utilizing the latest in machine tool
technologies and lean practices
USA
WILLIAMS MULLEN
Williams Mullen is a different kind of law firm. We blend the
law, government relations and economic development.
USA

advanced business events - 35/37 rue des abondances - 92513 Boulogne-Billancourt Cedex - France
www.advbe.com - info@advbe.com - Tel. : +33 (0)1 41 86 41 70 - Fax : +33 (0)1 46 04 57 61
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